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The winter can sometimes seem drawn-out and 
dreary, especially for sailors who long for the joys 
that come with warm weather, a roaring sea, and 
perfect wind. This winter has presented its 
challenges, of course. All the more reason to focus 
on the great prospects of sailing seasons yet to 
come. So, on behalf of our wonderful contributors 
and exceptionally talented volunteers, we invite you 
to pour a cup of your favourite hot drink, cozy up, and 
enjoy this very special winter edition of the Clipper.
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This picture above was taken in 1915 of Ward’s Island 
looking west shows, or should I say does not show, 
Algonquin Island where we would move to in 1921. 
Because of this picture I had always assumed that 
Algonquin Island or Sunfish Island as it was known after it 
was created, was formed through dredging sometime 
after 1915 but before we moved to the Island in 1921. Our 
Commodore Ron Mazza, who has lived on the Island since 
he was one, thought that the island had been formed 
earlier. So, I did some research, and this is the result. 

The following two Canadian Federal Government maps 
show the island configuration in 1915 (on the left) and 
1918 (on the right). You can see there is no Sunfish Island 
shown in 1915 but there is one shown in 1918. Maps are 
not always kept up to date especially as there were no 
satellites and few aerial surveys done in 1915. However, 
Sally Gibson in her book “More than an Island” notes the 
following: “At the urging of chauvinistic Ward’s Island 
Alderman Sam McBride, City Council adopted a plan in 
November 1906 to fill in and develop the long neck of land 

Algonquin Island formerly Sunfish Island 

Our Island Home
By Richard Slee
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leading to Ward’s Island from Centre, construct a 
roadway, dredge a two-hundred-foot channel north of the 
improved lots and create a small island of about twenty 
acres in extent north of the channel.” She goes on to state 
that there were delays and by 1909 the island had still not 
been created.1 Another source comes from the Toronto 
Harbour Commission that was created in 1911 by an Act 
of Parliament. In 1912, Commission planners set out a 
master plan for waterfront development which called for 

additional island improvements and an ambitious landfill 
program. The Commission also states in its book "Toronto 
Harbour the Passing Years" that "Reclamation work was 
also carried out in 1915 and 1916 on Ward's Island and 
Sunfish Island (later named Algonquin).2 You can see from 
the following according to the Commission’s map Sunfish 
Island appeared to be a long narrow berm (in black) in 
1912. 

1 Sally Gibson, More Than an Island, Irwin Publishing, Toronto Ontario, 1984 page 134 
2 Toronto Harbour Commission, Toronto Harbour the Passing Years, 1985, pages 13 and 117 
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Another source is Goad’s Fire Insurance Maps of Toronto. 
The 1910 map shows an island that could be the first 
vestiges of Sunfish Island or the 20-acre version that 
would grow by 1918 to cover 45 acres. 

Our Commodore Ron Mazza was right. Sunfish Island 
appears to have started off as a berm or sand bar in 
between Wards and the RCYC Islands and was created 
about 1909-10. Between 1915-163 it grew to become its 
current size. We signed a lease on August 6, 1920 for 

approximately 2.5 acres at the eastern end of Sunfish 
Island for occupancy starting on June 1, 1921. It needs to 
be noted that the dredging that created Sunfish Island was 
most likely the cause of our city side clubhouse sliding 
into the drink on July 7, 1920. According to Wayne Lilley in 
his centennial history of QCYC "Sunfish Island, QCYC's 
new home, was starkly different from the Algonquin 
Island we know today…. When Queen City arrived, the only 
other inhabitants on Sunfish were a YMCA boys' camp and 
an airplane hanger at the far western end."4 According to 
Sally Gibson, the camp for working boys who were unable 
to get out of town on vacation was a roaring success with 
65 youngsters in tents in 1919 5.  Even as late as 1937, the 
island was disparaged by locals as “sand, just sand”.”6  

3 Toronto Harbour Commission, page 13 
4 Queen City Yacht Club, Wayne Lilley, 1991, page 41 and 43 
5 Gibson, page 166 
6 Lilley page 43  
 



One of the major problems for members at the time was 
getting to the island. They had to take the ferry to Ward’s 
and then “whistle across to the club to have someone row 
over… When the wind was out of the west, though, 
members were left whistling into it as they tried to hail 
potential rowers from the club – who conveniently 
developed hearing problems from time to time.”7  There 
would be no tenders until the late 1940s. 

A tragedy for islanders living on Hanlan’s Point in 1937 

became a boon for QCYC. In 1937 the Island airport was 
approved by the City and the homeowners of Hanlan’s 
point were forced to move. In October 1937, the City 
approved a new site for their cottages on Sunfish Island. 
The preparation of Sunfish Island, soon to be renamed 
Algonquin Island, began in November however the Island 
would not be ready until the 1938. The Hanlan’s point 
houses were floated down the old regatta course and 
spent the winter of 1937-38 on the edge of Blockhouse 
Bay.8 The preparation of Sunfish Island can be seen in the 
November 1937 photo below, along with the bridge being 
built in July 1938 from Ward’s Island. 

7 Lilley, page 44 
8 Gibson, pages 198-99 



About 30 houses would 
be placed around the 
perimeter of the 
Algonquin Island9 and 
lots in the interior 
would be leased to 
returning soldiers from 
World War II. The 
following photos show 
the houses being 
moved from the barges 
onto land and there to 
their final location on 
Algonquin Island. 

9 Gibson, page 200-01 



I mentioned that this move of Islanders’ homes was a boon 
for QCYC. The first was that, with the building of the bridge 
in 1938, a connection between Ward’s and Algonquin 
Island finally meant that members could walk from the 
ferry to the club house without praying for someone to row 
over and get them and secondly and more importantly the 
Algonquin Islanders would become members, supporters, 
and some of the greatest leaders the Club has ever had.  

One last but important modification to Algonquin Island 
from our perspective occurred in the late 1950s. Up to that 

time, given that the entire island was made of sand, 
erosion was a major problem, as can be seen in these 
photos. The top pictures which were part of a report to the 
City by QCYC show that erosion had eaten thirty feet into 
the island and the clubhouse foundations were seriously 
endangered. By 1957 a seawall had been installed to the 
north of the Club property. But the seawall on the east of 
our property would not be installed until 1960. 
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In 2019, Sandy Mandel connected the Club with 

the Humber Institute of Technology and Advanced 

Learning interior design program. Their mandate 

was to place their third-year class into a public 

setting to get their students real-world exposure. 

Ron Mazza was also contacted to participate but 

was unable to be present for the on-site meeting. 

As Vice Commodore at the time, and also an 

architect dealing with heritage sites, professors 

Zaiba Mian and Lesley Taylor of Humber asked if I 

could open the Club for a course. In discussions 

with them, it seemed that a positive vision of "what 

might be" could prove to be an inspiration to Club 

members and provide a bit of a lift in spirits. 

Remember, we were all grappling at the time with 

the more prosaic issues of dealing with the second 

flood in two years. I had meant to have this 

published in 2020 but COVID emerged while 

Humber  
Institute of Technology 
and Advanced Learning 
Bachelor of Interior 
Design Program visits 
QCYC for a  
Design Charette By Chris Borgal

Rendering of Clubhouse 
with south and west 
docks with larger 
windows  
– by Anna Sharma



members were still installing flood control features 

and time slipped by. So, better late than never!  

Although the schemes were not directly attuned to 

the culture at QCYC, being mostly more refined 

and up-scale visions of the interior of the 

clubhouse, they did provide some interesting ideas 

on how the clubhouse could be gradually improved 

to meet changing expectations and allow the 

building to take better advantage of its fantastic 

setting. Ideas included such things as a west 

balcony, larger windows, an office at the corner 

which could keep an eye on the entrance and 

moorings, and better use of the main floor.  

I was able to provide an introductory lecture and 

tour to the over 50 participants in the program at 

the start of the process to explain the Club's 

culture and suggest some possible avenues of 

design exploration. I was also honored to be 

invited to provide a critique of the work near its 

completion.  

Plans by  
Lily Donald

A refined Great Hall by 
Nicole Klahre



Main Floor Plan by  
Lucas Alves

Re-imagined restaurant 
by Ashley Pilkington
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The professors have provided a brief description of the project, and put it better than I might have done: 

“The design challenge of the third year fall 2019 studio at Humber was to engage with the Queen City 

Yacht lub in two distinct projects. Students worked in groups and individually throughout the term.  

The first project was a group project to design a pavilion on the grounds of QCYC. This structure 

would support special events held at the club. 

The second project was a combined team (2 students) or individual project to redesign the QCYC 

clubhouse. Students were expected to develop a team concept which was carried throughout the 

design of both floors.  

The students and professors thoroughly enjoyed the QCYC project.  

We would like to extend a special thanks to QCYC for welcoming and engaging with our students. It is 

beneficial for students to collaborate with real sites and clients and we are grateful for the opportunity.  

Best regards, 

Zaiba Mian and Lesley Taylor 

on behalf of the students and teaching team” 

Another Great Hall 
by Dakota Bongers
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I have provided images of only some of the 

schemes – there were over 25 in total. Certainly, 

there will be quibbles with what is shown but keep 

in mind that these are student projects and not 

official proposals. I trust the members of QCYC will 

view them with an open mind and think of the 

possibilities of a time when we are not wallowing in 

floods or hiding from a virus. Let's keep a positive 

view of the club's future! 

The furnishings may be too cool, and the roof 
changed but he skylight and the bigger 
windowson the north is a nice idea 
 –  Samantha Nisker
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We launched our boat, Elan, a Hunter 33, last summer 
during the restrictions due to Covid 19. We planned to do 
some day-sailing, taking some members with us who did 
not launch, as well as enjoying a few weekends on the 
boat at the dock. This year Keith added a wireless camera 
so we could see what might be happening on Elan while 
we were at home. 

One evening, the camera began reporting a beeping 
sound. It was clear that all three carbon monoxide alarms 
had gone into warning mode. We also got a message 

from the tender captains that Elan was beeping.  On what 
was to become the first of several trips down to QCYC to 
reset the alarms, Keith went to the boat. There was no 
engine running nearby that would have triggered these 
sensitive, life-saving devices. I enquired if anyone might 
have been operating an engine earlier and found that was 
not the case. As our mooring, CH4, is close to the AQII's 
mooring, another possibility could be exhaust from the 
tender. This seemed highly unlikely as we have lived in the 
same proximity to the tender for the past decade and not 

What’s that beeping  
on Elan? 
How we tracked it down By Madeleine & Keith Aldridge 



had alarms going off. 

It seemed likely that it was not carbon monoxide that was 
triggering our alarms. So the hunt was on to find what 
was driving the crazy false alarms and irritating everyone 
within earshot of Elan. 

Fellow members are the best source of help at our Club. 
After several helpful conversations with Rob Hupfield, 
Keith learned that hydrogen released from house 
batteries can produce false alarms on some CO 
detectors. As our 3 hardwired CO detectors were close to 
their replacement date, I added another CO detector, that 
runs on its own batteries, to rule out the possibility of our 
false alarms were being created by marginal hardwired 
detectors.  

The test was simple. With marine batteries on charge, I 
reset the 3 hardwired detectors and left the boat. Subse-

quently, my wireless camera reported all 3 alarms going 
off as well as the newly added CO detector. Now the 
charger for the house batteries was turned off and the CO 
detectors were reset. The wireless camera remained 
quiet. This sequence was repeated 3 times with the same 
result. It seems we had confirmed that recharging the 
batteries was the source of the false alarms.  

I subsequently found that a significant increase in 
hydrogen is produced as batteries age. In the case of Elan, 
the house batteries this year had additional stress as the 
shore power had been shut off when we were not on the 
boat.   

With new house batteries next year our false alarms 
should cease. It will be a relief to know that our CO 
detectors are working properly and that Elan won’t be 
alarming our fellow members! 
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What could be better than going for a sail while spending 
time with friends, family and other sailors? QCYC’s 
Wednesday Night Series is a chance to get off the dock as 
a boat owner, crew or member of the race committee, 
and have a whole lot of fun. Yes, there is a competitive 
aspect to the night, but it’s not the America’s Cup and 
there are ways to get involved without being first to every 
mark. 

A year ago, we conducted a survey to help us understand 
the interests and aspirations of our members and their 
crews, with the goal of getting “more bums on more 
boats.” Despite the pandemic, we had our successes. For 
example, several boats competed the Time Trials, 
including the Women’s Open Regatta that may not have 
entered a traditional race. We also encouraged wide use of 
the RaceQs app and most would agree this is a helpful 
and fun addition to Wednesday nights. 

While Covid-19 is currently driving many of our daily activ-
ities, we will plan for the best and alter course as need be 
once the season has started. We will start with a series of 
Wednesday Night Zoom Seminars: 

Race Committee Participation 
(February 24th, 2021) 
If crewing isn’t your thing you can still play an important, 
rewarding and fun role in our racing program by joining 
the Race Committee. During this session Graham will 
outline what’s involved and how you can participate. If you 
are interested in attending, please contact Graham at 
rearcommodore@qcyc.ca 

Dave Perry Webinar: Rules from 
Start to Finish & Some Tactical 
Takeaways (March 3rd, 2021) 
The second of Dave Perry’s seminars will offer great 
insights into how the new rules can be leveraged for better 
results. Dave Perry is one of the sport’s leading rules 
experts having served on the US Sailing Appeals 
Committee and served as Rules Advisor for several recent 
America’s Cup teams as well as for the US Sailing Team. 
Those interested can sign up here. 

A Zoom Introduction to Racing 
(March 17th, 2021) 
The session is targeted at those new to the sport or who 
are wondering whether racing is for them. It will deliver an 
overview of what to expect, as either crew or skipper, how 

What’s New for Club 
Racing in 2021?
By Bruce Smith and Graham Dougall
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best to approach racing as a beginner and how to get 
more fun out of your boat. Topics will include: 

• Description of a Typical Wednesday Night 

• Crew Organization 

• Boat Prep and Handling 

• Understanding the Course 

• Handicapping 

• Experiences shared by people who are entering their 
second or third year. 

If there’s interest, we will have subsequent sessions covering: 

• Role of the Race Committee,  

• Rules & Sailing Instructions 

• Tactics including, The Start, Upwind Legs, Mark 
roundings, Off wind legs, and the Finish  

How to Keep Your Head Intact aka 
Rowan’s Law (March 24th 2021) 
Skippers and crew should all join this overview of the 
procedures now in place to help mitigate concussion or 
traumatic brain injuries. 

RaceQs App Review (May 5th, 2021) 
During this session we will discuss how the RaceQs 
tracking app works and how to take advantage of the 
information it provides. Join in and share what you’ve 
learnt as well as hear from others. 

Participants Meeting (May 12th, 2021) 
We will hold our annual meeting to discuss this year’s 
Wednesday Racing Program. Note that, depending on 
pandemic restrictions, the session maybe in-person or online. 

2020-2024 Racing Rules of Racing (RRS) 
We are into a new quadrennial of rules and there are 
several resources on the club web site at Racing Rules of 

Sailing (RRS) that outline the changes and what you need 
to know.  

Our Summer Program 
Once racing begins May 19th and subject to any pandemic 
restrictions, we are planning on several new initiatives 
based on the survey outcome. These initiatives include: 

• A QCYC Crew Bank where boats can find crew and crew 
can find boats 

• Post-race social events on select Wednesday Nights 

• Parallel personal handicapping scoring and Tourout 
awards  

• Continuation of RaceQs tracking and sharing 

• Possible video taping of races 

• Organisation of a 17:30 “fast” water taxi for those inter-
ested 

In addition to PHRF rankings, we will run a parallel series, 
including Tourout awards, based on personal handicap 
scoring. Similar to how handicaps are calculated in golf, 
every boat’s handicap will fluctuate based on their 
previous week’s result. For example, a first-time skipper 
and crew could win the second race simply by improving 
on their previous week’s performance. We anticipate that 
this will introduce a new level of fun and excitement to our 
weekly racing. 

If you’re wondering where the Tourout Awards name 
came from just refer back to the article Racing Into 
History in last May’s Clipper. In the 1930’s a group of 
members ran just such a handicap system to encourage 
non-racers and to accommodate boats that didn’t quite fit 
the rules in place. It seems only fitting that we build on 
this legacy. 

However you are involved racing is a great way to get off 
the dock, get some fresh air, enjoy our wonderful harbour 
and have fun with friends. Let’s go! 



Cross-country skiing across 
the island to Ward’s Beach



Low water so far!

Welcome everyone to 2021. 

For those that attended our first ever 
on-line AGM last December, you will 
be aware that your Board of 
Directors for the 2021 season are; 

Commodore – Ron Mazza 
Vice Commodore – Jeff Imai 
Rear Commodore – Graham Dougall 
Fleet Captain – Andy Oakes 
Treasurer – Dan Smith 
Secretary – Nansi Thomas 
House Chair – Mark MacRae 
Moorings Chair – Rob Nicholson 
Grounds Chair Rob Hupfield 
Membership Chair – Sandy Mandel 
Planning Chair – Eric Whan 
Entertainment Chair – Jade McDonell 
Communications Chair – Robin Spurr 
Learn to Sail Chair – Yves Florack 
Yard Chair – Roel Vanderwall 

The more attentive of you will notice a certain similarity 
between this Board and last year’s. I thank the entire 

Board for their dedication to Queen City by agreeing to run 
again. The only exception was our Mooring Chair Boris 
Steipe, whose personal situation was such that it was 
impossible for him to do so. Thanks to Rob Nicholson for 
taking on that portfolio. Rob has hit the ground running 
and has already met with Andy and myself at the Club and 
is jumping very effectively into the role.  

And a thank you to our Communications Chair, Robin 
Spurr, for introducing this winter Clipper to keep 
members informed over the winter months. 

We hope everyone had a good Christmas and New Year 
holiday break despite this Covid isolated world. QCYC 
members, amazingly, as far as I’ve heard, have managed 
to remain Covid free. I sincerely hope we continue to do so.  

This year’s Board was certainly hoping for a more 
“normal” year than last year, but the rising Covid case 
numbers and the increased government restrictions 
while I write this suggests otherwise. Even with a vaccine, 
it appears increasingly likely that we will still be planning 
around Covid restrictions this summer. We fervently hope 
otherwise, but I think the reality is starting to sink in. Our 
Vice Commodore, Jeff Imai, will again have his hands full 
trying to keep abreast of Covid requirements and restric-
tions while still ensuring Queen City runs smoothly.   

 

Commodore 
Ron Mazza commodore@qcyc.ca



The bridge is undergoing lots of of work which  
might be done by spring.



Due to the exceptional situation 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Learn To Sail had to announce the 
suspension of all operations for 

2020. The challenge was to adapt our Learn to Sail 
program to meet Covid 19 requirements for social 
distancing. Due to a lack of single-handed boats in our 
fleet in 2020, we were forced to cancel our entire program. 
To mitigate this risk, we are expanding our fleet of Pico's 
and introducing Optimists into our fleet at an additional 
expense to the program.  

LTS has applied for several grants to offset this additional 
cost. The grant money would help us move forward and 
ease some of the financial pressures in delivering our 
programs. Special thanks go to the team of Chris 
Marshall and Sarah Gough who, on behalf of LTS, applied 
for an Ontario Trillium grant to resolve several 
weaknesses in the LTS program identified in a 2016 

Planning Report. Some of the key problems identified by 
the planning subcommittee, (reflecting the input and 
overall best interests of all members), were: 

• The "clubhouse basin" area is intensively used and 
creates conflicts between member groups. Separating 
the various users could help reduce member conflicts;  

• The LTS urgently needs additional linear dock space. 
This becomes especially important during north and 
east winds;  

• QCYC tends to lose dinghy and dry-sail members 
quickly and is having difficulty growing these 
membership categories; 

• LTS water access is limited.  LTS and other member 
groups could benefit from storing LTS boats on a dock 
next to Rapids Queen.  This could free up space to 
accommodate new dinghy and dry-sail memberships.  

One solution identified in the 2016 Planning Report is to 
have a floating "island" concept where the dock doubles 
for both storage and day use, providing a lee for docking 

Learn to Sail 
Yves Florack   learntosail@qcyc.ca
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and raising/lowering sails for a variety of wind directions. It 
also locates the sailing school boats generally away from 
the clubhouse and member's docks and provides a 
generous area for member inflatables next to the 
clubhouse. 

There's a lot to consider here. From the LTS perspective, 
discussions have started and quotes for Capital Funds 
have been passed on to Eric Whan, our Planning Chair, to 

build into the planning document. The Capital Planning 
Document Eric is working on gives us a walk through the 
financial needs and priorities of our club and a better 
understanding of the big picture and where we're 
trending. As the report makes clear, Learn To Sail needs 
to be more creative and engage in some sort of dedicated 
and ongoing activity and structure to revitalize our aging 
fleet of boats and resolve the lack of dock space.  



There is more work and creativity involved here than I have 
tools or knowledge for, so I'm calling on the creativity and 
resourcefulness of our membership for help. LTS is 
looking for a crew to chart a course on how to fund the 
project. Whether you have kids or grandkids in the 
program doesn't matter — we are all stakeholders in this.  
You need to look no further than the great new facility that 
houses LTS for an example of what's possible. While 
QCYC isn't the size of the majority of yacht clubs with an 
embedded LTS program, we all have one thing in 
common. We need member support to effectively run 
programs. Volunteers are essential to run our club where 
we usually have more work to do than we have the staff to 
do it.  

If you are interested or just want to drop in, I'm planning  
a Zoom happy hour in the coming weeks. To join,  
email me learntosail@qcyc.ca and I will send the link later 
next week.  

 

 



Making the most of winter on 
Mark Millen’s ice boat.


